Analytics software to transform complex data into building performance clarity. BuildingFit helps:

- Reduce energy waste and lower operating costs
- Manage comfort & compliance
- Ensure equipment uptime using fault prevention tools
WHAT CAN BuildingFit DO FOR YOU?
WE’RE GLAD YOU ASKED.

BuildingFit puts you firmly the driver’s seat to proactively manage facility operations. Be more empowered to make data-driven decisions based on live and historical data analytics.

Building Owners:
• Save money by lowering operating costs
• Create comfortable & safe environments for your occupants
• Protect your facility & equipment investment

Facility Managers:
• Proactively manage building performance
• Maximize savings opportunities with prioritized issue reports
• No surprises of equipment issues using fault prevention tools
• Extend reliability and life of equipment with proactive maintenance

“BuildingFit helps our team identify equipment issues and implement corrective action 2-3 times faster – and also helps our engineers manage up to 10x more HVAC equipment systems than was possible without BuildingFit.”

April Guymon, PE, ETC Group

CREDENTIALS
• 50 million square feet of successful deployments
• Leverages 31+ years of energy engineering expertise
BuildingFit collects diverse data, applies fault detection and advanced analytics to deliver clear and actionable insights. We transform complex building-related data and make it available in one software interface. Users can access a variety of enterprise dashboards that provide deep drill-down capabilities for trouble-shooting and root-cause analysis.

**Clear Insights** and prioritized tasks with 200+ analytics & 50+ KPIs

**Unmatched Building Optics** for enterprise reporting and drill-down analysis

Access historical HVAC system data in one view

Collect data from a variety of sources. Built on SkySpark, an open standards platform

Fault Prevention alerts you to system anomalies

*Source data includes BAS, ClimaCheck, Lighting Controls, Process Data, Utility Data, Weather, etc.

**Single building or multiple facilities
Powerful analytics for smarter decision making. Dashboards deliver summary reporting for owners and senior management - drill-down views for facility management and operations staff.

**Enterprise Energy Report - by Facility**

Qtr 2 | April - June

Facility EUI Ranking at a Glance
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**Enterprise Energy Report - by Region**
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Regional Savings at a Glance
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**Chiller Report**

Annual cost: $106,656 in the past year

**Comfort Report**

October
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**Compliance Report**
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Contact your BuildingFit representative to schedule a call and demo today. Email us at sales@buildingfit.com or call 385-246-3759